
Trained By Grace 

TITUS - PUTTING THINGS IN ORDER / Tt 2:11–15 

  

V. EXHORTATIONS 

a. LET GRACE                                                YOU TO                                                            POP 

SPIRITUALITY & PURSUE                                                         – THE FEAR OF THE LORD 

i. 1 TIM 4:7-9 

b. IN THIS PRESENT AGE, LOVING OUR NEIGHBOR MEANS                                            

OUR                           TO SPEAK TRUTH TO A PEOPLE WHO ARE                                     , 

&                                                                   TO LAWLESSNESS 

i. 1 JOHN 3:16-18 

c. IT’S TIME FOR US TO                          & TAKE GOD’S GRACE                                          

i. ROM 13:11-14 

  

  

https://ref.ly/logosref/BibleESV.1Ti4.7-9
https://ref.ly/logosref/BibleESV.1Jn3.16-18
https://ref.ly/logosref/BibleESV.Ro13.11-14


THE FEAR OF THE LORD 

Psalm 19:9  The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; the rules of the LORD are true, and 

righteous altogether.  

 

Psalm 111:10 The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom; all those who practice it have a 

good understanding. His praise endures forever!  

 

Proverbs 1:7 The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge; fools despise wisdom and 

instruction.  

 

Proverbs 9:10  The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom, and the knowledge of the Holy 

One is insight.  

 

Proverbs 10:27 The fear of the LORD prolongs life, but the years of the wicked will be short.  

 

Proverbs 14:27 The fear of the LORD is a fountain of life, that one may turn away from the snares 

of death.  

 

Proverbs 15:6 Better is a little with the fear of the LORD than great treasure and trouble with it.  

 

Proverbs 15:33 The fear of the LORD is instruction in wisdom, and humility comes before honor.  

 

Proverbs 16:6 By steadfast love and faithfulness iniquity is atoned for, and by the fear of the 

LORD one turns away from evil.  

 

Proverbs 19:23 The fear of the LORD leads to life, and whoever has it rests satisfied; he will not 

be visited by harm.  

 

Proverbs 23:17 Let not your heart envy sinners, but continue in the fear of the LORD all the day.  

 

Ecclesiastes 12:13-14   The end of the matter; all has been heard. Fear God and keep his 

commandments, for this is the whole duty of man. For God will bring every deed into judgment, 

with every secret thing, whether good or evil.  

 


